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Cabinet Lighting

These beautiful lighting kits can be ordered as optional extras on almost any vanity, shaving cabinet or tallboy. They come fully installed 
with their own transformer. All you need to do is have your electrician provide a connection and your chosen switching. 

NOTE: An electrician will be required to provide in wall wiring and provision for an on/off switch before the bathroom walls are sheeted. All lighting kits have a 1 
year warranty. If LED is chosen for a shaving cabinet or vanity please note style and size may vary slightly. Warm white lighting is standard (cool white available on 
request at no extra cost).

Under Cabinet Lighting Kit
This can mount under any shaving cabinet, or wall hung vanity or 
tallboy. It is a fantastic option for night lighting or adding stylish 
ambiance to your bathroom. Customisation is necessary for 
integrating lighting with floor standing or on leg units.

Denver Shaving Cabinet Side Lighting Kit
To get outstanding facial lighting on your Denver shaving cabinet 
add this light option. It provides a strip of LED lighting for excellent 
and practical lighting while using the mirror. 

Under Top Lighting Kit
This very attractive LED light strip fits between your cabinet and 
the vanity top providing a strip of light to the front and sides of 
your vanity. The outcome is nothing short of amazing. 

Cabinet Lighting

SKU RRP

LED Under Cabinet Vanity Lighting kit installed 
complete with hardwire transformer LED-L-UNDERCAB-V $413

LED Under Shaving Cabinet Lighting kit installed 
complete with hardwire transformer on left LED-L-UNDERCAB-S-L $413

LED Under Shaving Cabinet Lighting kit installed 
complete with hardwire transformer on right LED-L-UNDERCAB-S-R $413

LED Under Top Lighting Kit installed complete 
with hardwire transformer LED-L-UNDERTOP $873

LED Denver Side Lighting Kit installed complete 
with hardwire transformer LED-L-DENVER $637

LED Light Dimmer LED-L-DIMMER $249
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Oxford
Illuminate the frame of the Oxford Mirror by adding a lighting kit. 
This will take your mirror to the next level, complementing the 
touch of class it boasts while assisting practically by creating 
extra light for everyday use.

Mirror Lighting

There is nothing quite as stunning as clever lighting. It accentuates good design and gives a beautiful ambiance. Every good interior 
design must use a clever balance of natural and ancillary lighting. That’s exactly where the right mirror lighting comes in! 

Halifax
With similar effects to the Denver lighting kit, this option gives you 
a border of light around the perimeter of the Halifax mirror. It is not 
only eye catching but also a very practical illumination.

Brooklyn
This option gives you a border of light around the perimeter of the 
Brooklyn mirror. 

Available on all mirrors.

Mirror Lighting

SKU RRP

LED Mirror Lighting Kit installed complete 
with hardwire transformer LED-L-MIRROR $413

NOTE: An electrician will be required to provide in wall wiring and provision for an on/off switch before the bathroom walls are sheeted. All lighting kits have a 1 
year warranty. If LED is chosen for a shaving cabinet or vanity please note style and size may vary slightly. Warm white lighting is standard (cool white available on 
request at no extra cost).


